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About This Game

·Introduction

Wrath of Thor is a simple yet wild game.

Enormous amount of enemies will be flooding into your site in every level.

There are so many of them, and your last resort is fighting back.

You need to try your best to avoid their attacks and organise counterattacks.

Eliminating all enemies is the only rule if any.
And the difficulties will be increasing as you levels up.

·Game Control

You can control your hero using your keyboard.

The arrow keys will guide the movement of the hero.

You can use the C key to launch normal attack,
and use the key X, S, B to initiate different skills.
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You can modify the control settings to suit your own preferences

·The characters

There are three heroes for users to choose:

Thor(Wizard) is your initial hero, who use a warhammer as weapon.

Thor is master of thunder power and good at AOE attacks.

Odin(Warrior) can be unlocked by leveling up, good at close-in combat using his iron fist as weapon.

Freya(Archer) also needs to be unlocked by leveling up, good at long-range attack with bow and arrows.

·Learning the basic skills

Thor can learn all skills through passing the levels, while Odin and Freya will be unlocked with all the skills.

·Advancing the skills

You will receive diamonds as rewards when passing levels.

And you can use these diamonds to advance the skills of you heroes.

The skills can activate new attack effects at level1, 10, and 20.
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Title: Wrath of Thor
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
CYZR
Publisher:
CYZR
Release Date: 23 Feb, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows XP/Vista/Windows 7/Windows 8

Processor: Dual Core from Intel or AMD at 2.8 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GT 750M or better

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 300 MB available space

Sound Card: 100% DirectX9.0c compatible sound card and drivers

English,Simplified Chinese
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dennis wrath of thor. smite thor wrath of valhalla. wrath of the thorian. wrath of thor. wrath of valhalla thor. the wrath of thor.
strange evidence wrath of thor. thor the wrath of odin. wrath of war thornspawn. thor wrath of odin. thornspawn wrath of war
rar. thor epic collection wrath of odin

This is a really nice story. Most escape room/puzzle type games just don't have this much story or reason to go forward. Here
the destination is definitely worth getting to. The puzzles are kind of easy, but that's okay because the narrative is really
interesting and the production values are high. All these things put together really make you feel like you are a spy involved in a
super secret mission that's maybe on the shady side.

Rating 8/10 ... this is free? wow they could have easily charged $9.99 for this, this is a must download

note: Played this on the Oculus Rift with Touch Controller and had zero issues, you do need roomscale setup. It's a fun game to
play every now and again.. Beutiful scenery, but needs a monster computer to run above 30 fps. Koln area is amazing and the
rhine is beautiful. Good trains, but the shunting scenario\/s are badly made (confusing and highly uninformative)
8-9\/10. Thank Based OP for delivering my dubs. With snappy controls and level design to keep you on your toes, Fitz the Fox
is an enjoyable game with a fun retro style.
**EDIT** the soundtrack is amazing aswell. Its gonna be stuck in my head for days!. Childhood is worth all money :'). A very
great Dungeon explorer JRPG awesome characters and Intriguing storyline ! Very interesting twists.

The Combat is very unique and the Blood Maiden Mechanics are very fun to use. Main character is unique in the sense that he
uses items and his blood to assist the Blood Maidens rather then fight.

The music is very good and fits very well the atmosphere, Kinda fairytale like with gothic horror.

Large cast of Characters that lets you choose your favorite characters to play with and obtain their events.

Very large dungeons filled with Puzzles and tons of things to explore its also pretty lenghty and offers multiple difficulty
settings for different types of players. The dungeon itself is alive and has feelings doing certain things inside the dungeon will
satisfy certain needs of the dungeon.

This is absurdly good.. Gameplay is extremely shallow, doesn't encourage different playstyles or strategies. Characters and
enemies are poorly balanced, certain characters feel vastly superior to others. Not a game worth paying for.. Pretty good so far,
very early days for this though.

The game runs solid and smooth for a EA title.

Gameplay is light, easy and not taxing, i am looking forwar dto see what they add.

The humour and graphics is very childlike though, who is it aimed at? no child is playing this surely?
The graphics could be better, they are like spore in a way, but like the graphics from say 6yrs ago, could be better in this
department.

Finally..Bad Camera controls, what were they on? you have to move cursors to the edge of the screen, not to scroll the camera
but to rotate it, can we not just use the right mouse button, terrible controls and camera.

I nearly forgot to mention, the maps are tiny, really tiny, not sure where they are going with that, it does seem to mean we wont
be building much though as there is no room on the small maps.

Another biggie is that you can not save during the game only at the end, meaning you are going to need hours of uninterupted
time to play through this with no mid save function.

Giving this a thumbs up for now, only time will tell, not much there and terrible controls but solid and bug free so far, lets see
what happens to it.. Every frame of this game looks like someone's last known photo.
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Yeah so I have been trying to get this game to work for about 2 - 3 days now, and as soon as I load a mission up, it is just
automatically crashing when i have a 1050ti graphics card installed in my device.
. Brilliantly immersive; flaws can be overlooked.
This is basically a simplified version of Super\/EF2000, updated for modern systems and with a campaign based on defending
Iceland.

Pros:
 Very immersive missions, soundtrack and music.
 Don't worry about the dated graphics - the gameplay is what makes this.

Cons:
 Slow for the campaign to get going; even with accelerated time. Once it kicks off you won't have time to think. Stick with it.
 By default runs in windowed mode on W7 x64; simple fix is available on Steam forums.
 Lack of User\/Strategy\/Keybaord Guide on Steam. These are fairly easily available as PDF and is a criticism of the Steam
release not the game.. Brutal Zombie Survival Game! If you're going it alone you don't stand a chance, which is a good thing in a
way. At least it will have more friendlys and people teaming up than just another KOS game. For just the first day it has a good
base. The crafting is there, the leveling is there, the respawn needs some work though. It has me wanting to play more.. and that
is rare in games here lately. But yeah, really good start and brutal to survive. If you're a zombie fan definitely pick it up; if not,
maybe wait till it has a few updates and really starts to shine.. Hey, I'm having fun w/ it and for $11bucks & change that's
awesome!. Really bad voice acting. Really boring gameplay. Really cool idea, but bad, and i mean just awful execution. i feel
bad. i REALLY wanted to like this game but it just ended up not working out. the death counter just makes it seem like its
meant to be hard. i wouldnt know ill never finish it. again i wanted to like it but it just wasnt meant to be.. It DOES have
potential.

I don't know much about the background of this game, in terms of who the developers are. However, the premise of the game is
interesting and the game show lots of potential in some areas. However, it's obvious that there is still work that needs to be done
to improve it. For example, the ability to be able to save progress and the option to play the game in window size. As it is, this
game resembles more a student project as opposed to an "indie" game.. Story: Reoccurring nightmares bring a young woman
full of questions to the abandoned Chestnut Lodge Asylum after seeing a news report concerning yet another mysterious death
at the place she recognizes from her nightmares. During the course of play the answers about the mysterious deaths and her own
reoccuring nightmares are revealed.

Gameplay: Creepy (just another dark and stormy night and that whispering voice), slightly scary (a mystery boy, a terrified
policeman, and six skeletons in very odd places) and full of mystery (Why, oh Why is any of this happening, that age old
question). I kept expecting jump scares but that just might be because I played Enigmatis lately, or from the initial and later
nightmare scenes.

The game plays in 3D causing the screen elements to move and the entire screen to move side to side (unless the gamer adjusts
it to widescreen.) Adds to the creepy atmosphere and the internal fear guage of the unknown. Just a warning if playing in this
3D mode, check the side edges of your screen for new areas and hidden object find items. (I do believe there are complaints
over this from the easily annoyed and the less exploratory gamers).

This is a true hidden object game, with hidden object finds nearly exclusive as the puzzle elements and plot movers meaning the
inventory reward item. They are a bit on the challenging side, with at least one very well hidden find. Also the developers used
at least one obscure, if not very obscure clue per hidden object scene. For example calling a grater a grinder, or a spool of thread
a cotton reel. (That one made me smile even as I said "jerks".)

There are few actual puzzles in this game comparatively speaking, making the true puzzling aspects of this game how to do
something, like open locked doors, slide across a wire or just exactly what purpose that television has. Some of the actual
puzzles found in this game are rarely used by any game developer, which makes them fun and challenging.

A few words about achievements: The bulk of the achievements (22 of 27 in fact) come from finding the morphing\/shifting
objects. These morphing\/shifting objects in a few cases can be quite the challenge to find. I had to look up four, two I knew
were in the scene but could not find, the other two were really well hidden and I missed them completely. Finding those objects
is a challenge all by itself.
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This game plays well for all level of player, novice to expert. One final note in this game all achievements can be completed in a
single play through. Well almost the final note I forgot there is no game map. (I forget about maps since I rarely use one or there
are penalties for map use.). It's pretty bad.

I give it bullet to the brain/10. Very, VERY, light on content. The game has two maps which each have a unique boss and player
type with different movesets. That's it. A third is on the way but not available yet. It's enough to have fun for 30-60 minutes
with a friend if you're taking turns, and you might even return to it, but unless it's REALLY your thing and you frequently have
other friends over who haven't played to try it out you probably won't put much time into this.

Unless I was missing them, which may well be the case, the controls are not listed or displayed anywhere and there is no tutorial,
you're left to figure them out which is likely to result in very lopsided matches at the satart as one of you learns quicker than the
other what the controls are.

What IS here is nice, the overall aesthetic and the graphics are basic but pleasing, the controls and combat are fun (but very
simple), and it fills a niche little area of VR that isn't filled with many titles which is why I'm going to still give this a postive
review.

The Early Access text says the current price is half of what the game will cost at launch but I'm struggling to see how it's even
worth the current asking price. This is the sort of game I'd expect at a $5 price point, and you should probably wait for a sale
that puts it at that price point unless you're in dire need for asymmetrical multiplayer games.. Surprisingly entertaining game at
this price point. May be a bit too simple for a seasoned shmup gamer but just perfect for someone just dabbling in the genre,
like me. The soundtrack is amazing, strangely fitting and also comes as a free DLC.
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